
Without question World Policy Journal  
is in a class by itself.
—Victor Navasky, The Nation

The real intellectual competition to Foreign Affairs.
—Columbia Journalism Review

For over thirty years World Policy Journal has 
been home to both distinguished and emerging 
thinkers from around the globe. Its articles inject 
new ideas into international debates on the world’s 
most pressing issues. The journal is also known 
for lively, intelligent writing that challenges 
conventional wisdom with fresh perspectives  
on underreported issues. 
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Rabbi Michael Lerner, editor

Named after the Jewish concept of mending 

and transforming a fragmented world, 

Tikkun offers analysis and commentary that strive 

to bridge the cultural divide between religious 

and secular progressives. The magazine provides 

rigorous and unconventional critiques of politics, 

spirituality, social theory, and culture. Tikkun is 

recognized for its coverage of the Israel/Palestine 

conflict, social justice issues, and the environment.
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Puerto Rico  
A US Colony in  

a Postcolonial World?
A special issue of  

Radical History Review (#128)

Margaret Power and  

Andor Skotnes, issue editors

This issue argues that the 
history of Puerto Rico is 
important, not just to Puerto 
Ricans on both the island 
and the mainland but to 
all in the United States and 
especially to progressives. 
Learning about Puerto Rico 

helps us understand better how US imperialism functions both 
globally and domestically. Contributors offer reading lists about 
Puerto Rican history, interviews with prominent figures in the 
Puerto Rican independence and progressive movements, and 
deep dives into particular aspects of Puerto Rican history.

Contributors
Sara Awartani, Darien Brahms, Solsiree del Moral, Eileen J. Findlay,  

José I. Fusté, Eric Larson, Marisol LeBrón, Lisa G. Materson, Fernando Picó, 

Margaret Power, Andor Skotnes
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